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SEQUENCE OF EPISODE 3

Intro:  Promo shots with credits / narration / music

Last Time: Recap of Episode 1/2

Scene 1: The Squad arrive in another time

Scene 2: Lady V threatens Dr East or she will step in 

Scene 3: Squad lose the map and go looking 

Scene 4: A secret is revealed

Scene 5: Banner arrives at the wrong place

Scene 6: Dr East faces the Squad but fails

Scene 7: Lady V, time to face the Squad

Scene 8: The Squad go to another time 

Next Time 

End Title Credits



Scene 1: The Squad arrive in another time
Ext: Day

Flashes of light, the Squad arrive in another time, in a strange 
place, they rise together as one and take in their new 
surroundings whilst checking themselves over.

The pendant is still glowing and light slowly fades from the 
Squad.

Ashley:
Is everyone ok, Max, Cub, Kara, squad? Kizzie, talk to me.

The Squad nod and tell Ash they are ok.

Kizze:
That was close, back there, where was that place?

Jack: 
It was as if we had gone back to the beginning.

Cub: 
It was a worth while trip for an empty box.

Max: 
Yeh, now we only have half a map, I'm going to check out this 

place.

Max takes a step and decides to stay.

Max:
Actually I’m good.

Cub smiles at him as if to say, scared are we?

Nick: 
This isn’t home, it doesn’t feel right, can you not feel that?

Nick floats his hand through the air.

Scarlett:
Every story has a beginning, right squad, right Ashley, not all 
the answers are always in front of you, maybe you need to look 

deeper.

Ashley checks the comic, new pages have appeared with the Squad on 
them. She talks to herself.



Ashley:
So the story continues, it’s not over, this is just the beginning.

Ashley tries to understand what is going on, she turns to the 
Squad.

Ashley:
It’s ok, we're ok, Im going to get us out of here, the pendant, 

see, let's try it again, let's go home.

The Squad gather around and Ashley attempts to re-create what just 
happened earlier. She closes her eyes and says the words.

Ashley:
Where darkness meets the light, time will divide.

 Ashley punches to the sky, nothing happens.

Cub: 
Doesn’t quite have the same feel to it that one Ash.

Jack:
Yeh, sorry Ash, don’t mean to be rude, but it was a bit… I mean it 
was ok, there were some good parts, the bit where you… you know…
you… gosh is that the time, er what were you saying Cub, Max, 

anyone. 

Kizzie: 
Why doesn’t it work Ash? Is it broken? 

Oh no maybe we are stuck here for good, maybe we are going to 
actually be abducted by aliens never to return.

Kizzie gives a cute look, but as if she is in way over her head.

Kara:
Yeh it’s a bit of a let down that one to be fair Ash, 

Does it take batteries perhaps?, just saying, you never know with 
these gizmos, technology and all that. Im not so techie myself, 
more pen and paper, you know, on the old school vibes, the retro 

waves. I was still hoping for some sparkles and light to be honest 
though, a unicorn maybe, just a small one, if it’s not too much 

trouble.

Kizzie: 
Kara, have I told you I love you, if you ever find that unicorn 
please can I come for a ride? I mean here I am in another time, 

may as well ride a unicorn whilst I’m at it.

Max:
You girls have got star dust in your eyes, all this time travel is 

making your heads spin.



Nick is doing calculations in the air.

Nick:
No, this means something, you see, everything has to be right, 

like… life itself, like you and me.

Nick points at the Squad.

Nick:
 Let me explain, the conditions I mean, together, when right, it’s 

a beautiful explosion of chemistry, like the perfect storm of 
biology, like, if you look perfection up in the dictionary there 

it would be. Just looking right at you.

Nick goes off into a dream for a second.

Ashley:
Nick, stay with us, you were saying…?

Nick:
Ah yes, for life to exist, I mean, we need energy, water and 

light, that gives us the air that we breathe.

The pendant, I think it’s the same.

Cub:
What, it needs some water, sparkling or still Nick?

Nick:
No I mean it needs to be in the right conditions for it to really 

work, for you to control it. That was called an example Cub.

It’s trying to tell us something, and we can’t leave this place or 
another, until we figure that out, whatever that is of course. 

Nick then talks fast to himself.

Nick: 
I mean, I’ve no idea about that or how that fits in with the UFO.

Nick writes his calculations in the air.

Kizzie: 
Can you lot please stop going on these epic out of this world 

rants, get to the point, ok no more flying unicorns, (Sorry Kara) 
and no more magical concoctions of life’s chemistry and physics 

Nick, Ashley has a plan, right Ash…Ash



Ashley:
Of course Kizzie, of course. Nick, you're right, you're all right, 

but we still need to figure this out.

Jack:
Well that sounds reasonable, and of course yes, I’m right. 

Jack turns to look at Scarlett to give a smile but she has gone.

Ashley:
Scarlett, where is she, I knew it, she’s gone, we trusted her. Ok 
squad let her go, this is the plan now, we are looking for another 
pendant, remember, to connect them all, and the other half of the 

map, to take us to the UFO and get us home. So let’s start 
looking, let’s go explore.

All Squad:
We are in Ash, yeh I’m in, let’s do this!

Ashley:
As for Scarlett, time will reveal itself. 

The Squad walk off and look around the place.



Scene 2: Lady V threatens Dr East or she will step in
Int: Day but dark inside 

Dr East is stood trying to work out how to open the time travel 
portal in order to follow the Squad and Banner.

Dr Wallace East:
No no no, that squad! That foolish squad, that stuck in time 

squad, ha ha ha, that, on their own squad, you won't get away next 
time.

The Dr takes out his phone to make a call, as he is waiting for 
someone to answer, a person slowly walks up behind him.

Lady V:
Am I interrupting Dr Wallace East?

The Dr looks scared and turns around.

Dr Wallace East:
Everything is under control.

Lady V:
Ah under control… under control, so what exactly are you doing 
here Dr, you look lost, did these little children leave you 

behind?

Dr Wallace East:
I know where they are and I will find the map, we can continue 

with our plan.

Lady V:
What exactly is our plan Dr, you seem to be distracted from it, so 

remind me, why don’t you?

The eyes of Lady V light up and she shouts.

Lady V:
Well go on then. 

Dr Wallace East:
I will find it, all of it, the map, the pendants, and those horrid 
little kids, I will bring this puzzle back together and the world 

is ours.

Lady V:
Ours Dr, and that’s the plan is it, I'm so glad you remembered, 
for a moment I thought you were of no use to me, and when people 

are no use to me they disappear into the stars, forever Dr, are we 
clear, because if we are not, then I will have to get that map 

myself.



Dr Wallace East:
We are clear. 

Lady V:
Good, there won’t be another chance.

Lady V steps back and her eyes light up, light comes out and the 
Dr goes into time.

Scene 3: Squad lose the map and go looking
Ext: Day

The Squad are walking through an old run down alleyway when they 
are passed by a fortune teller. 

Fortune Teller:
Be careful around here, not everything is as it seems, as she 

brushes by Ashley.

Jack:
Just a bit strange.

Kizzie:
Telling me.

Ashley:
Let me check the map, let’s see if it gives us any clues, hang on, 

it’s gone!

Kara:
Uh oh, da da daaa, this is well exciting, hide and seek!

Ashley:
Im serious, it’s really gone!

Kara:
Oh, sorry Ash.

Ashley: 
The lady, who walked past, she must have taken it, we need to find 

her, let’s get our map back.

Nick:
My calculations say she went this way.

Cub: 
Let’s go get the old bat.



The Squad run towards the direction she went in and see her walk 
behind a door. They creep up and just as they are about to pounce.

Fortune Teller:
No need, stop there children.

She walks out towards the Squad and slowly takes her hood down, a 
magical lady stands before them.

Ashley:
Our map, where is it, we know you took it!

Kizzie:
Yeh it’s ours, we want it back!

Fortune Teller:
But do you really know the magic the map holds, can you unlock its 

secrets, and why are you here?

Cub:
To find the UFO, the map will take us there.

Max: 
Yeh we need it, and the other half, so if you have it hand it 

over.

Fortune Teller:
Ah the UFO, the map, not everything is as it seems, right Ashley, 

But what if some circles are broken?

Ashley:
How do you know my name, what circles, what do you mean?

Fortune Teller:
Ashley, I’ve always known you and your father and as for the map, 
look a little harder, look around at the ones you trust, you may 

find what you are looking for.

Ashley turns to the Squad.

Jack:
Ashley, think, look harder, like she says.

Kizzie:
What circles Ashley, what does she mean, this is blowing my space 

buns off, I can’t keep up.

Nick:
Ah I know, I really know! of course… it’s the circle of life!



Silence falls across the Squad.

Kara:
Snort laughs, the circle of life, ah man that was lame Nick, that 

really was a shambles, the circle of life, snort laughs.

Nick:
What, how dare…

Cub: 
It was rubbish Nick.

Ashley is thinking hard, connecting the puzzle.

Max puts his hand on Cub’s shoulder and looks at Ashley.

Max:
Hang on you lot, I think Ash has something.

Ashley looks at the hand on the shoulder and has a lightbulb 
moment.

Ashley:
Max, don’t move, that’s it, everyone form a circle.

Jack:
What is it Ash, a circle?

Ashley starts to speak to herself, the Squad are listening.

Ashley:
Not everything is as it seems, time can bend in space, some 

circles are broken, but the map is a circle, it turns around, like 
the planets, like the earth orbits the sun, Scarlett left our 

circle, the UFO, like the map is a circle and together we can be 
too.

Ashley slowly moves into place next to Kizzie followed by the 
Squad forming a circle. 

Ashley:
Together, we have the power to travel through time and orbit the 
planets, the map is ours and our circle will protect it. That’s 

it, we are the circle, it’s always been us, together we are 
unbreakable.

The centre of the circles starts to glow and the half map they 
lost appears, Ashley leans down and picks it up.

Ashley:
Look everyone, it’s the map, we protect it.



Nick: 
Ah, these young ones, she is finally learning the laws of physics.

As the map glows Ashley unfolds it into a full circle.

All Squad:
Wooh

Kizzie:
It worked!

Ashley:
It was always with us, we just didn’t look hard enough.

Scene 4: A secret is revealed
Ext: Day

The Squad turn to the Fortune Teller and she has gone, there 
stands Scarlett.

Scarlett walks towards the Squad.

Scarlett:
Now you’re ready, together, to the end, all of us, Scarlett’s eyes 

glow.

Ashley:
It was you all along, you never left, it’s not just the UFO is it, 

it’s something else we have to protect, isn’t it Scarlett?

Scarletts Eyes light up as she connects with the Squad.

Jack:
I love this girl, seriously, like the whole eye thing, really gets 

me, ah this kid is going intergalactic baby!

Kizzie:
Jack, I’m watching you.

Kizzie does like a cat /claw impression to scare Jack off. 

Max, Kara and Cub smile at each other.

Scarlett:
Now you have something powerful, all of you, you’re like the 

planets protecting their stars.

Kizzie slowly lifts her hands, they start to glow.



Kizzie:
Squad, something is happening, I think we are getting super 

powers!

Kara starts to blow her hands and shake them to make something 
happen so they look like Kizzie’s.

Kara:
Please super powers, please super powers, please super powers.

Ashley turns to the Squad as all of their hands start to glow as 
they power up.

All Squad:
Wow!

Scarlett: 
It’s time to leave this place.



Scene 5: Banner arrives at the wrong place
Ext: Day

A shot of an open empty field, a flash of light and Banner appears 
on the floor, he slowly wakes up and realises he has time 

traveled. He quickly checks himself over and checks he still has 
the pendant, he starts to talk to himself and stretches off.

Banner:
Ah gosh, that doesn’t get any easier, a bit rusty.

As he clicks his back and does a stretch twist.

Banner:
Ok, this again, where am I, where did I land?

He hears a loud noise, a bang. He looks up at the sky and starts 
to take in what’s going on. Meteoroids start to fly through the 

sky.

Banner:
Arr no you’re joking, really, I mean of all the places, Ashley 

you're grounded for a month, when you get home.

Banner:
Starts to run across the field as Meteoroids fire off through the 

sky.

He stops and takes the pendant out of his pocket and says the 
words.

Banner:
Ok, first time, don't let me down “where darkness meets the light, 

time will divide”.

There is a flash and banner is gone.



Scene 6: Dr East faces the Squad but fails

The Squad are looking at the map planning their next move.

Dr Wallace East:
Not so fast!

The Squad jump and turn to face him.

Nick:
This buffoon again. 

Dr Wallace East:
You see kids, now you are all alone, nowhere to run, no parents to 

rescue you.

Ashley:
This map is ours, you want it, try and take it.

The Squad all line up together.

Dr Wallace East:
Cute, real cute, who are you then, I suppose you're the leader of 
this pathetic excuse of a squad. That’s right, I know who you are, 

Ashley, a loser just like your father.

Kizzie steps forwards and blasts him with lighting from her hands.

Kizzie:
I’ve already said, enough of the jibber jabber, get to the point 

man.

Ashley:
Woh Kizzie where did that come from?

Kizzie:
Sorry, got a bit excited with the super powers, wanted to test 

them out.

Cub:
Looks like you blasted him into another dimension Kizzie, nice 

work.

All the Squad laugh.



Scene 7: Lady V, time to face the Squad

Lady V appears from behind clapping.

Lady V:
Well done, bravo, such heroes, that deserves a round of applause, 
look at you all, so sweet, adorable and cuddly, you’re all up late 
though, parents worried, it’s time I end this once and for all.

Ashley steps forwards full of confidence.

Ashley: 
Not this time, squad, hold on tight, very tight.

Ashley punches to the sky.

Ashley:
Where darkness meets the light time will divide, everyone down!

All the Squad punch towards the floor together, an explosion of 
light and they are gone. 

Lady V:
How rude, did we offend our guests, I mean they left so suddenly.

A close up of her face looking like she is about to explode with 
anger.

Lady V:
I’ve had enough of these space rats, it’s about time I put them 

down with a little venom.



Scene 8: The Squad go to another time 
Ext: Daylight

An explosion of light and the Squad arrive at a park, they all 
rise together, it looks like the 80’s.

Nick:
Who was that Ash and what was that all about?

Ashley:
I just wanted to test out the powers, got excited.

Winks at Kizzie, Kizzie winks back.

Kizzie:
I know the feeling.

Cub:
Eer, looks like we have come forwards in time.

Kara:
Ah retro.

Jack looks at Scarlett.

Jack:
Can you do the eye thing again?

Scarlett: 
Ashley, time to get to work, it won’t be long before the dark side 

finds us again.

Max: 
The map, let’s check it, let’s get this plan underway and see 

where the stars take us next, one jump to another, until we are 
home.

A group of bullies walk over to check out what’s going on, they 
look mean.

Bullie: 
Look what the wind blew in, what you got there, hand it over.

Ashley:
We got this. 

Next Time 

End Title Credits




